Intelligent Insights
UK Report
Why are guests staying
at your hotel?
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Executive Summary
Delivering a hyper personalised service based on guest interests, demographics,
and location is the future of travel and tourism. The rise of portable devices and an
increasingly global customer base are challenging hotelier resources to convert
new business from online visibility. TripAdvisor is the world’s largest travel website
with 390 million unique users each month, some revisiting the website a further
four times. Purple’s Intelligent Insights analysed a sample of TripAdvisor data of
UK hotels to understand the relationship between reviews and increased customer
satisfaction.
The insights reveal a significant need for multilingual promotions, offers, and
marketing to target audiences with relevant and meaningful communication.
o 90% of UK hotels had reviews written in a language other than English.
o Only 18% of hotels advertised multilingual staff.
o Based on insights, it could mean only 5% of marketing is engaging guests.
Purple’s Intelligent Insights also identify a correlation between UK hotels with Free
WiFi and increased customer satisfaction.
o UK hotels with Free WiFi collected 56% more reviews.
o Collected 141% more Excellent reviews and 51% less Terrible reviews.
o Significant impacts to Traveller Ranked and Best Value TripAdvisor algorithms.
The insights also reveal guests are going out of their way to find hotels with good,
free Internet connectivity. UK hotels use six different terms to advertise Internet
connectivity when only two are TripAdvisor filters for guests to shortlist hotels; Free
WiFi and Internet. While hotels with Free WiFi had the highest overall average of
reviews and ratings, even hotels advertising Free Internet had triple the reviews of
hotels advertising just Internet.
The specificity and dedication to improving customer service is certainly applying
pressure to constantly seek new, meaningful ways of engaging guests. Providing a
supreme WiFi experience to collect and leverage guest reviews and improve
customer satisfaction is a key part to engaging future guests.
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Travel and Tourism

Technology’s ability to connect
people around the world is
quickly shaping the expectations
and experiences of travellers.
The rise of portable devices and
maintaining a high level of online visibility
to a progressively global customer base
are two of the biggest challenges faced
by hoteliers.
Purchase decisions are heavily
influenced by constant exposure to
videos, blogs, and social media posts
making online reviews and consumer
opinions the second most trusted form of
advertising (Neilson).
Hoteliers’ WiFi amenity also has the
power to influence traveller purchasing
decisions. An independed study from
PhoCusWright found WiFi can have up to
74% influence compared to other amenity
offers because of our expectation to
connect any one of our devices
seamlessly when we travel.
Providing a supreme WiFi experience to
leverage guest reviews and improve
customer satisfaction is a key part to
engaging future guests.
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390 million reasons hoteliers
should be leveraging TripAdvisor.
As the most visited travel website in
the world, TripAdvisor boasts 390 million unique monthly users researching
their next adventure. Two thirds of these
unique users will also visit the website
more than twice a month.
An astounding 95% of all TripAdvisor
users read reviews before booking
accommodation. Four out of every five
travellers read between 6 – 12 reviews
before they book, with one in every two
travellers refusing to confirm their booking
until they read at least one review
(PhoCusWright).
This growing empowerment of guest
reviews creates a valuable opportunity
for hoteliers to understand how guests
are using their venue and action these
insights to deliver outstanding services in
real time.
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Positive reviews have potential to
produce an average 18% uplift in
sales.
Increasing online visibility and SEO is
crucial for hoteliers. Positive reviews have
potential to increase conversion rates
and produce an 18% average uplift in
sales. Recent reviews have a considerable impact on search engine optimisation
(SEO), with an independent study by
PhoCusWright identifying 80% of
travellers are most interested in recent
reviews. The study also reveals two thirds
of travellers are still likely to book hotels
with negative reviews if they see a
management response as it shows the
hotelier is engaged, and actively
improving the customer experience.
TripAdvisor’s “Traveller Ranked”
algorithm lists hotel rankings by their
reviews’ quality (Poor to Excellent),
quantity, and recency. In a move to
improve the website’s user experience
TripAdvisor has also incorporated a new
“Best Value” algorithm. When selected by
travellers it will rank hotels by booking
popularity, traveller ratings, prices,
location, and personal user preference.
Booking popularity has become a key
ingredient disrupting how travellers
discover hotels alongside heavy weighted
amenities. Delivering outstanding service
and leveraging online reviews to influence
purchase decisions is crucial.
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Purple Insights UK

Understanding the relationship
between Free WiFi, positive
reviews, and increased customer
satisfaction.
As part of a Purple Insights study we
analysed almost 2,000 hotels in the UK to
better understand the relationship
between WiFi and positive reviews.
The “UK Hotels on TripAdvisor” study
by Purple is based on the most recent
scrape of raw TripAdvisor data collected
on 15th of June, 2017. A total of 1,727
hotel profiles and 1,574,344 reviews were
analysed across the United Kingdom
rated between 1 and 5 stars with at least
one review.
The study analyses the overall average
for UK hotels, the top 3 languages for
each hotel, hotel offers, and keywords to
understand the relationship between WiFi
and positive guest reviews.
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UK hotels on TripAdvisor at a
glance.
The average UK hotel has 912 reviews
and a rating of 3.9 stars. After analysing
more than 1.5 million reviews Purple
found 45% of hotels were reviewed as
“Excellent”, and almost three quarters of
all hotels had a rating between 4 and 5
stars.
There were 20 different languages in the
UK’s top three languages used to write
reviews, with English being used to write
reviews in 100% of hotels. The top five
languages used to write reviews were;
English, Italian, French, German, and
Spanish.
96% of hotels advertise some form of
WiFi or Internet connectivity, with six
different terms used to advertise Internet
connectivity; Free WiFi, Free Internet,
WiFi, Internet, Public WiFi, and Paid WiFi.
Four out of every five hotels offered Free
WiFi with a sizeable 57% more reviews
than average.
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Translate to higher reviews
Hoteliers need certainty
marketing budgets are reaching
100% of their audience.
Purple Insights identified 20 different
languages were used by guest to write
reviews. The ever growing global
customer base of hoteliers is challenging
the effectiveness and efficiency of
marketing.
Unless hoteliers have identified the native
language of guests and are creating
multilingual collateral, only a small
percentage of their marketing budget will
be reaching target audiences.
In this study sample it could mean only
5% of marketing is engaging existing and
potential guests with relevant, meaningful
communication in the UK.
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In the habit of connecting to
WiFi.
Almost 90% of hotels had a review written
in a language other than English. These
insights suggest travellers are heavily
reliant on portable devices to communicate with locals as well as friends, family,
and colleagues when abroad.
Travellers have developed a habit of
looking for a WiFi connection to save data
on their smart devices, as two out of three
people ask for WiFi within seven minutes
of checking in. While Europe and other
countries around the world are
developing policies for no data roaming
fees travellers are still looking for a
seamless connection to save on data
usage.
Providing a supreme WiFi experience
guests can use to understand the local
language will help increase customer
satisfaction and encourage loyalty
through the outstanding service they
are providing.
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An opportunity to bridge gaps in
skills and resources.
Only 18% of hotels advertised they had
“mutilingual staff” which is a substantial
difference considering 89% of hotels had
a review written in a language other than
English.
Hoteliers in the UK have an opportunity
to bridge the gap in available resources
through a tailored customer experience
individual to each guest. 257 hotels in the
study advertised Multilingual Staff and
Free WiFi. These hotels had 30% more
reviews, 21% more Excellent reviews and
23% less Terrible reviews than the overall
average. When hoteliers deliver hyper
personalised experiences they can have
significant impact on positive reviews.
By identifying guests’ native language
and sending hotel offers relevant to their
interests, gender, age, and even location
in the venue hoteliers can not only
increase onsite revenue, but the guests’
satisfaction and loyalty as well.
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Increased satisfaction
UK hotels with Free WiFi are
exceeding traveller expectations.
Purple Insights reveals a clear
relationship between listing Free WiFi as
an amenity and an increase in customer
satisfaction.
Hotels advertising Free WiFi have an
average 56% more reviews than hotels
without Free WiFi, including 141% more
Excellent reviews and 51% less Terrible
reviews. The ever increasing demand for
connectivity is applying real pressure for
hotels to provide a supreme service for
their guests.
When hoteliers deliver a connection with
great speed and signal strength it can
have a clear impact on customer
satisfaction, resulting in a greater number
of positive reviews to influence potential
guests.
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Hotels with Free WiFi have
greater online visibility.
Technology’s evolution has influenced
guest expectations of a great experience.
Over the past five years the terms “WiFi”
and “Internet” are referred to
synonymously in casual talk as well as
the travel and tourism industry.
However, Intelligent Insights identified
terminology has a significant impact on
the quantity and quality of reviews
collected by UK hotels. Out of six different
terms hotels use to advertise connectivity,
only two feature in TripAdvisor’s Top 21
amenities; Free WiFi and Internet.
Despite both options being listed, hotels
advertising Free WiFi had almost triple
the average number of reviews than
hotels with Internet, including 12x more
Excellent reviews and 194% less Terrible
reviews. Even hotels specifically
advertising Free Internet had an average
514 more reviews than hotels with
Internet.
It is clear hotels listing Free WiFi have a
competitive advantage for both
“Traveller Ranked” and “Best Value”
search algorithms. By collecting more
positive reviews hoteliers are increasing
online visibility, thereby leveraging a
greater influence other travellers’
purchase decisions.
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Travellers are going out of their
way for a good, free service.
Hotels advertising Free Internet perform
1.5 times better than hotels advertising
just Internet. A significant part of
expectations is the freedom to access
the Internet via any one of their devices,
anywhere in the hotel, at any time.
Guests do not expect to pay for WiFi, let
alone revert back to booking a computer
in the lobby or business centre. According
to a survey by hotelier Roomzzz, 65% of
guests log in to WiFi seven minutes after
check in, and one in every three people
ask for the WiFi password before they
have even seen their room.
Our insights suggest hoteliers advertising
Free WiFi or Free Internet gain higher
exposure and feedback from guests, and
therefore more insights to leverage and
improve services.
The specificity and dedication to
improving customer service is certainly
applying pressure to other hoteliers to
constantly seek new, meaningful ways of
engaging guests.
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TripAdvisor Connector
Access, analyze, and action meaningful insights to gain reviews
Purple’s TripAdvisor Connector uses demographic, social, and location data
collected from guests who login to hotel WiFi to send timely reminder messages
and encourage reviews.
Using Purple cloud software over the top of your existing network enables hoteliers
to collect this key data, such as email addresses, for every person who connects to
your WiFi.
TripAdvisor Connector has the power to connect hoteliers with guest expectations
and experience in real-time, generating measurable return on the WiFi offering.
o Effortlessly prompt guests for reviews
o Increase online visibility and SEO
o Build customer loyalty with your brand
o Leverage reviews to drive new business
o Active within 24hours
o Available in 20+ languages
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Case Study The Eldan Hotel
The Eldan Hotel Jerusalem wanted to offer their guests a WiFi solution
without changes; however, they also wanted to see a return from
their investment.
After installing Purple and the TripAdvisor Connector The Eldan Hotel
Jerusalem saw a 218% increase in TripAdvisor reviews, distributing e-shots
to encourage repeat bookings.
Read their success story on our website.
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Case Study SunSol Hotels
SunSol Hotels wanted a quality WiFi connection for guests, along with the
ability to capture detailed customer data, and increase the number of guest
reviews collected on TripAdvisor.
Within two weeks of installation, SunSol Hotels saw a 500% increase in
TripAdvisor reviews, collecting more reviews in April than they had in the
previous year.
Read their success story on our website.
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About Purple
Purple is the intelligenct spaces company helping global brands turn their physical
spaces into intelligent spaces.
We are experts providing real-time WiFi analytics, social WiFi, and locaiton and
marketing analytics across multiple sectors, such as; tourism, leisure, retail and
hospitality, stadiums, events, healthcare, smart cities, and more.
o Omni-channel branding across your business
o Effortlessly promote offers and events
o Wider reach through social WiFi
o Drive on premises revenue
o Automate marketing campaigns with LogicFlow
o NPS surveys to understand your customers
o GDPR compliant WiFi provider
o Real-time reporting and heat mapping
o Available in 20+ languages
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Contact Purple
Visit: www.purple.ai
Email: info@purple.ai

Meadowbank Offices
Tweedale Way
Chadderton
OL9 8EH
+44 333 101 4488

54 Calle Maria de Molina
Level 5
28006 Madrid
+34 911 899 558

Suite 400 TechSpace
98 San Jacinto Blvd
78701 Austin, TX
+1 813 644 3668

Hub Melbourne
Level 2
696 Bourke Street
3000 Melbourne
+61 2 8520 3317

Level 12, 40 Oficina
Avendia El Golf
1260 Las Condes
Santiago, Chile
+56 2 2666 0850

